
New Lenormand Deck “Attitude Check”Choose a Significator card in advance and leave it in the deck. Shuffle and cut the deck in your usual manner, then deal all of the cards face-up into four 9-card stacks. Reversal is not used.
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Note where the Significator lands. Cards on top of the Significator are considered to be to its right, and those beneath it to its left. If 75% or more (26-to-35) of the remaining cards appear on top of the Significator and to its right, the deck will be future-oriented and little inclined to dwell on past issues. If 75% or more are beneath it andto its left, the deck will be focused more on historical aspects and may offer little constructive advice about the future. Right is also more intuitively conjectural and left more fact-based and utilitarian. A centered Significator reflects a balanced attitude.
Left ← Left Right RightSigRight→Using the attached list, determine where the majority of positive, neutral and negative cards lie in the stacks. If 75% or more (6-to-8) of the positive cards lie to the right of the Significator, the deck may be excessively optimistic about the future. If 75% or more (6-to-8) of the negative cards appear there, it may be overly pessimistic. If the left side is emphasized by one or the other, the deck may be out of step with current events and concern itself mainly with “yesterday's news,” either past successes or failures The closer the majority appear to the Significator, the more prominent their effect. A large majority of neutral cards suggests no bias in that particular direction. Similarly, if almost the entire deck lies to one side of the Significator, or if the positive and negative indicators are evenly split, there will be no obvious inclination either way.If the Bear (large) or Fish (abundant) appear on top of or to the right of the Child (small), the deck may be prone to exaggeration. If the Mountain appears on top of or to the right of the Mice, it may tend to “make a mountain out of a mole-hill.” If the Sun, Clover, Bouquet, Stars or Key appear on top of or to the right of the Rider or the Letter, the deck could bring nothing but good news, but if the Coffin, Scythe or Cross are there, its messages maybe less encouraging. If the Ring or the Dog are on top of or to the right of the Heart, the deck may be a boon companion. If the Clouds is to the right of the Book (and especially if the the dark side faces it), the deck's wisdom will be a “closed book;” if the Park is to the right, that wisdom will be readily available to all. If the Clouds, Snake, Fox, Whip, Cross  or Coffin show up to the Significator's right, the deck may be a thorn in the reader's side, never giving a straight or welcome answer. Once again, the closer together the pairs or sets are, the more predictable the consequences. 



Positive CardsSunCloverBouquetStarsHeartKeyFishMoon
Mainly Neutral Cards (+/-)Rider (+)Ship (+)House (+)Child (+)Dog (+)Storks (+)Lilies (+)Anchor (+)BearTowerParkRoadsRingLetterTree (-)Snake (-)Birds (-)Book (-)

Negative cardsCloudsCoffinScytheMountainMiceCrossWhipFox


